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Abstract
We consider the adversarial Markov Decision
Process (MDP) problem, where the rewards for
the MDP can be adversarially chosen, and the
transition function can be either known or un-
known. In both settings, Follow-the-Perturbed-
Leader (FPL) based algorithms have been pro-
posed in previous literature. However, the es-
tablished regret bounds for FPL based algo-
rithms are worse than algorithms based onmirror-
descent. We improve the analysis of FPL based
algorithms in both settings, matching the current
best regret bounds using faster and simpler algo-
rithms.
1. Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are widely used to
model reinforcement learning problems. Normally the re-
ward is assumed to be stochastic and stationary, which does
not capture nonstationary or adversarial environments. Re-
cently, there is a surge of interest in studying the adversar-
ial MDP problem (Even-Dar et al., 2009). There are sev-
eral formulations for this problem, differing in whether the
transition is known to the agent, and how the reward func-
tion is revealed. In the full information feedback setting,
the reward vector is revealed to the agent at the end of
each episode (Even-Dar et al., 2009; Zimin & Neu, 2013;
Neu et al., 2012; Rosenberg & Mansour, 2019), and in the
bandit feedback setting, the agent can only observe the
reward along the trajectory (Rosenberg & Mansour, 2019;
Jin & Luo, 2019). In this work, we focus on the full infor-
mation feedback with both known and unknown transition.
Roughly speaking, there are mainly two approaches to the
adversarial MDPs problem, namely algorithms based on
Follow-the-Perturbed-Leader (FPL) (Even-Dar et al., 2009;
Neu et al., 2012), and algorithms based on mirror de-
scent (Zimin & Neu, 2013; Rosenberg & Mansour, 2019;
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Jin & Luo, 2019). Compared to mirror descent based algo-
rithms, FPL has the advantage that it is conceptually sim-
pler, easier to implement and runs faster. However, cur-
rent state-of-the-art regret bounds are achieved by mirror
descent based algorithms (see Table 1).
In this work, we refine the analysis of FPL in two settings
(known transition and unknown transition) by leveraging
a simple observation. We show that for full information
feedback adversarialMDPs, FPL-based algorithms are able
to achieve the same state-of-the-art regret bounds as those
of mirror descent algorithms (see Table 1).
2. Preliminaries
Markov Decision Process and RL A finite horizon
Markov Decision Process (MDP) M is defined by a five
tuple 〈S,A, p, r,H〉, where S is the state space, A is
the action space, p(s′|s, a) is the transition function, r :
S × A × H → [0, 1] is the deterministic reward function,
and H is the horizon length. Let S = |S| and A = |A|
denote the number of states and the number of actions re-
spectively.
In an episodic reinforcement learning task, the agent in-
teracts with the environment for T episodes. In the t-th
episode, the agent starts from the initial state st1; at state s
t
h,
the agent chooses an action ath, observes the reward r
t
h and
transits to the next state sth+1. After H steps, the episode
ends, and the agent proceeds to the next episode.
A policy refers to a mapping from S × [H ] toA. The value
function of a policy pi is defined as
V pih (s) := E
[
H∑
h′=h
r(sh′ , pi(sh′ , h
′), h)
∣∣∣∣∣ sh = s
]
.
We use pi∗ to denote the optimal policy, and V ∗h to denote
the value function of the optimal policy. The action-value
function is defined as
Qpih(s, a) := r(s, a)+
E
[
H∑
h′=h+1
r(sh′ , pi(sh′ , h
′), , h)
∣∣∣∣∣ sh = s, ah = a
]
.
Similarly, Q∗h denotes the action-value function of the
optimal policy. For the standard stationary reinforce-
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FPL based FPL-refined (ours) Mirror descent based
Known transition O˜(
√
SAT ) (Even-Dar et al., 2009) O˜(
√
T ) O˜(
√
T ) (Zimin & Neu, 2013)
Unknown transition O˜(SA
√
T ) (Neu et al., 2012) O˜(S
√
AT ) O˜(S
√
AT ) (Rosenberg & Mansour, 2019)
Table 1: Summary of regret bounds in two settings. Note that FPL-based algorithms are able to achieve the same state of the art regret
bounds as those of mirror descent algorithms.
ment learning, regret is defined as Regret(T ) :=∑T
t=1 [V
∗
1 (s
t
1)− V pit1 (st1)] . The initial state can be either
fixed or arbitrarily chosen (Jin et al., 2018).
Adversarial MDP In the adversarial MDP problem, the
reward function r for each episode can be different and is
adversarially chosen. In particular, in the t-th episode, the
reward function is rt. We assume that in the end of the t-th
episode, the complete reward function rt is revealed to the
agent. We define regret as
Regret(T ) := max
pi
T∑
t=1
V pi1 (s
t
1, rt)−E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit1 (s
t
1, rt)
]
,
where we use V pih (s, r) to denote the value of policy pi start-
ing from state s at layer h under the reward vector r.
Without loss of generality, we assume st1 = s1 for all
1 ≤ T ≤ T. The notation V pi(r) is used as a shorthand
for V pi1 (s1, r). We consider two setting for this problem.
In the first setting, we assume that the transition function
p(·|·, ·) is known. In this case, the problem resembles more
closely the expert problem. In the second setting, the transi-
tion p(·|·, ·) is unknown but fixed. In this case, the poblem
resembles more closely the usual reinforcement learning
problem.
Notations Let r1:t :=
∑t
τ=1 rτ be the summation of
the reward function from episode 1 to t. For simplicity
we define (Pf)(s, a) := Es′∼p(·|s,a)f(s
′). Let OPT :=
maxpi V
pi(r1:T ) be the total reward of the optimal policy
in hindsight, and ALGO := E[
∑T
t=1 V
pit(rt)] be the ex-
pected total reward that the algorithm collects. By Exp(η),
we mean an exponential distribution with mean 1/η. In
other words, the density function is p(x) = ηeηxI[x > 0].
3. FPL for Known Transition
FPL is originally proposed as an algorithm for efficient on-
line linear optimization (Kalai & Vempala, 2003). In the
adversarial MDP problem where the transition is known,
FPL can be applied directly (Even-Dar et al., 2009). In the
beginning, we sample r0, a random reward function i.i.d.
from Exp(η). Then, in episode t, we compute pit as the
optimal policy on r0:t−1, and play pit.
The original analysis in (Even-Dar et al., 2009) gives an
Algorithm 1 FPL for Adversarial MDP (Even-Dar et al.,
2009)
Sample r0 ∈ RSAH i.i.d. from Exp(η)
for t = 1, · · · , T do
for h = H, · · · , 1 do
Qh(s, a)← r0:t−1(s, a, h) + PVh+1(s, a), ∀s, a
Vh(s)← maxaQh(s, a)
pit(s, h)← argmaxaQh(s, a)
end for
Play pit in this episode, observe rt
end for
O(H
√
SAT ) regret bound, which has polynomial depen-
dence on the number of states and actions. Our contribution
is a refined analysis of the same algorithm, improving the
dependence on S and A to
√
log(SA), which is optimal.
Theorem 1. The regret of Algorithm 1 is bounded by
E[Regret(T )] ≤ O
(
H2
√
log(SA)T
)
.
The proof for the theorem comes in two parts. First, as
in the original analysis (Even-Dar et al., 2009), we have a
lemma commonly referred to as the “Be-the-leader lemma”
in literature, which says that if we allow the algorithm to
peek one step ahead, the regret compared to the best policy
in hindsight would be small.
Lemma 1. E
[∑T
t=1 V
pit+1(rt)
]
≥ OPT− H+H ln(SA)
η
.
The second step is to show that peeking one step into the
future does not make a large difference, since r0 introduces
enough randomness to “blur” the difference. This is also
the key step where we improve the original analysis. In
(Even-Dar et al., 2009), this is shown by bounding the ra-
tio between the density function of r0:t and r0:t−1, which
is of the order exp(η‖rt‖1). Since rt is SAH dimensional,
this leads to a suboptimal bound of E [V pit+1(s, rt)] ≤
eηSAHE [V pit(s, rt)].
Our key observation is that, we are only interested in the
optimal policy computed on r0:t−1 and r0:t. The optimal
policy can be computed using value iteration, which is a
structured optimization process. By showing that value it-
eration is “stable”, we can remove the dependence on SA.
In particular, we show that
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Lemma 2. E [V pit+1(s, rt)] ≤ eηH2E [V pit(s, rt)].
We now give a sketch proof of Lemma 2.
For simplicity, we use r0(s,−a, h) to denote the set of
random variables {r0(s, a′, h) : a′ 6= a, a′ ∈ A}, and
r0(s, ·, h) the set of random variables {r0(s, a, h) : a ∈ A}.
Observe that Qh(s, a
′) and V pith+1(s, r0:t−1) does not de-
pend on r0(s, a, h) for a
′ 6= a.
Since pit is the optimal policy on r0:t−1, pit(s, h) =
argmaxa {Qh(s, a)}. Thus, pit(s, h) = a is equiva-
lent to the event that r0(s, a, h) > maxa′ 6=aQh(s, a
′) −
r1:t−1(s, a, h) − PV pith+1(s, a). Let us compare this event
with the counterpart for pit+1, which is r0(s, a, h) >
maxa′ 6=aQh(s, a
′)− r1:t(s, a, h)− PV pit+1h+1 (s, a). We can
see that if we fix r0(s,−a, h) and r0(s, a, h′) for h + 1 ≤
h′ ≤ H , on the left hand side we have the same exponen-
tially distributed random variable, and on the right hand
side we have two constants that differ by at mostH−h+1.
Consequently,
e−η(H−h+1) ≤ Pr [pit(s, h) = a]
Pr [pit+1(s, h) = a]
≤ eη(H−h+1).
This crucial fact suggests that the resulting policy of value
iteration is “stable”. As a result, under pit and pit+1, the
probability of experiencing a trajectory s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH
is also close. Specifically,
Prpit [s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ]
Prpit+1 [s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ]
=
H∏
h=1
Pr [pit(sh, h) = ah]
Pr [pit+1(sh, h) = ah]
∈
[
e−ηH
2
, eηH
2
]
.
Since the total obtained reward is a function of the experi-
enced trajectory, it naturally follows that
E [V pit(s, rt)] ≥ e−ηH
2
E [V pit+1(s, rt)] .
We now see how Lemma 2 leads to the improved regret
bound. By combining Lemma 2 with Lemma 1, we get
E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit(rt)
]
≥ e−ηH2E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit+1(rt)
]
≥ e−ηH2
(
OPT− H +H ln(SA)
η
)
≥ OPT− ηH2OPT− H +H ln(SA)
η
≥ OPT− ηH3T − H +H ln(SA)
η
.
By choosing η =
√
1+ln(SA)
H2T
, we get
Regret(T ) = OPT− E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit(rt)
]
≤ ηH3T + H +H ln(SA)
η
≤ 2H2
√
(1 + ln(SA))T ,
which proves Theorem 1.
It is not hard to encode a expert problem with SA ex-
perts and reward scale [0, H ] as an adversarial MDP prob-
lem (Zimin & Neu, 2013). This gives a regret lower bound
of Ω(H
√
ln(SA)T ). Our bound for FPL matches the
lower bound in terms of the dependence on S, A and T ,
but is not tight in the dependence onH .
O-REPS, a mirror-descent based algorithm (Zimin & Neu,
2013), achieves a O(H
√
ln(SA)T ) regret bound in this
setting, which matches the lower bound. However, O-
REPS runs much slower than FPL. In particular, the
runtime for FPL is O(S2A) per episode. In contrast,
in each episode O-REPS needs to solve a convex op-
timization problem with S variables, where the objec-
tive function requires Ω(S2A) time to evaluate once (ei-
ther the function value or the gradient). Thus, if a stan-
dard first-order method is used to solve this optimization
problem, the running time would be at least Ω(S2A ×
(Gradient Complexity)). Clearly, FPL is more computa-
tionally efficient.
We would also like to remark that when H = S = 1,
the adversarial MDP problem is exactly the experts prob-
lem (Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi, 2006). Thus the proof of The-
orem 1 also gives an alternative proof of the regret bound
of FPL applied to experts problem (see Section B of the
appendix).
4. FPL for Unknown Transition
In the case where the transition of the MDP is unknown
but fixed, (Neu et al., 2012) proposes the FPOP algorithm,
which combines FPL with UCRL (Jaksch et al., 2010) and
achieves a regret bound of O˜
(
SAH
√
HT
)
. By leverag-
ing our observation about the stability of value iteration,
we can improve the regret bound without changing the al-
gorithm.
First, let us introduce some additional notations for clarity.
We use W (r, P, pi, s) to denote the value function of pol-
icy pi under the MDP (r, P ) evaluated at state s. We use
Nt(s, a) to denote the number of times that a state-action
pair (s, a) is visited up to episode t, and Nt(s, a, s
′) to
denote the number of times that after visiting (s, a), the
next state is s′. We use P¯t to denote the empirical esti-
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Algorithm 2 FPOP Algorithm for Adversarial MDP with
Unknown Transition (Neu et al., 2012)
Initialize i(1) = 1, n1(s, a) = 0, N(s, a) = 0 and
M1(s, a) = 0 for all (s, a, h); initialize Pt as the set of
all possible transitions
Sample i.i.d. r0(s, a, h) ∼ Exp(η) for all (s, a, h)
for t = 1, · · · , T do
Choose (pit, P˜t) ←
argmaxpi,P∈Pt W (r0:t−1, P, pi)
5: for h = 1, · · · , H do
Observe state sth, take action a
t
h = pit(s
t
h)
ni(t)(s
t
h, a
t
h)← ni(t)(sth, ath) + 1
end for
UpdateNt(s, a), Nt(s, a, s
′) and P¯t(s
′|s, a) accord-
ingly
10: if ni(t)(s, a) ≥ Nt(s, a) for some (s, a), start new
epoch then
i(t + 1) = i(t) + 1; Compute P¯ , the empirical
transition function
Update P as
Pi(t)+1 ← Pi(t)∩
{
P : ‖P (·|s, a)− P¯ (·|s, a)‖1
≤
√
2S ln SAT
δ
max{1, Nt(s, a)} , ∀s, a
}
Reset ni(t+1)(s, a)← 0; resample r0 ∼ Exp(η)
else
15: i(t+ 1) = i(t)
end if
end for
mate of the transition function. In particular, P¯t(s
′|s, a) :=
Nt(s,a,s
′)
max{1,Nt(s,a)}
.
We now state the FPOP algorithm for completeness (Algo-
rithm 2). Here the maximization in line 4 is implemented
using extended value iteration (Jaksch et al., 2010) (Algo-
rithm 3).
We proceed to give a quick overview of the original anlay-
sis in (Neu et al., 2012). Let v˜t := W (rt, pit, P˜t, s
t
1) be the
value of algorithm’s policy on the optimistic transition; let
(pˆit, Pˆt)← argmax
pi,P∈Pt
{W (r0:t, pi, P )} ,
and let vˆt := W (rt, pˆit, Pˆt, s
t
1) be the optimistic value of
the “one-step lookahead” policy.
Similar to the known transition case, (Neu et al., 2012) also
shows that allowing the algorithm to peek one step into the
future doesn’t make much difference by bounding the ratio
between the density of r0:t−1 and r0:t. In particular, they
prove the following lemma.
Algorithm 3 Extended Value Iteration (Jaksch et al., 2010)
Input: value function r, empirical estimate P¯ , counters
N(s, a)
Compute b(s, a)←
√
2S ln SAT
δ
max{1,N(s,a)}
Initialize wH+1(s) = 0 for all s
for h = H, · · · , 1 do
Sort states into (s∗1, · · · , s∗S) in descending order of
wh+1(·)
for s ∈ S, a ∈ A do
P ∗(s∗1|s, a)← min{P¯ (s∗1|s, a) + b(s, a)/2, 1}
P ∗(s∗i |s, a)← P¯ (s∗i |s, a) for k = 2, · · · , S
j ← S
while
∑
i P
∗(s∗i |s, a) > 1 do
P ∗(s∗i |s, a) = max{0, 1−
∑
i6=j P
∗(s∗i |s, a)}
j ← j − 1
end while
end for
for s ∈ S do
wh(s) ← maxa{r(s, a) +∑
s′ P
∗(s′|s, a)wh+1(s′)}
pi(s, h) ← argmaxa{r(s, a) +∑
s′ P
∗(s′|s, a)wh+1(s′)}
end for
end for
Lemma 3 (Lemma 3 in (Neu et al., 2012)).
E
[
T∑
t=1
vˆt
]
≤ E
[
T∑
t=1
v˜t
]
+ (e − 1)ηSAH ·HT.
Next, E[
∑T
t=1 v˜t] is bounded as in the analysis of UCRL.
Lemma 4 (Lemma 5 in (Neu et al., 2012)). Assume that
T ≥ HSA and set δ = 1/(HT ). Then
E
[
T∑
t=1
v˜t
]
≤ E [ALGO] + O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
Again, by observing that extended value iteration is a struc-
tured optimization process, we can show that
Pr[pˆit(s, h) = a]
Pr[pit(s, h) = a]
∈ [e−ηH , eηH] .
Thus, by focusing on the induced policy rather than the dis-
tribution of the reward, we can obtain a better bound to
supersede Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Suppose that η ≤ H−2, then
E
[
T∑
t=1
vˆt
]
≤ ALGO+(e−1)ηH2·HT+O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
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This will give a drop-in improvement on the regret bound
of FPOP. In particular, we improved the dependence on A
to
√
A.
Theorem 2. The regret of Algorithm 2 is bounded by
O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
The recent work of (Rosenberg & Mansour, 2019) also
achieves the same O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
regret bound, using
an algorithm based on O-REPS and UCRL. Including O-
REPS as a subroutine, their algorithm also needs to solve
a convex optimization problem each episode, where the ob-
jective function requiresΩ(S2A) time to evaluate the func-
tion value or the gradient. In comparison, the computa-
tional cost of FPOP is O(S2A) per episode, which is much
more efficient.
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A. Some Basic Facts
Fact 1. Suppose that random variableX ∼ Exp(η). Denote the c.d.f. ofX by F (x). Then ln(1−F (x)) is η-Lipschitz. In
other words, F (x +∆) ≤ eη∆F (x) for any x and∆ ≥ 0.
Proof of Fact 1. 1− F (x) = min{1, e−ηx}. Thus ln(1− F (x)) = min{0,−ηx}. This is obviously η-Lipschitz.
The following fact is about the maximum of independent exponential random variables (see, e.g., Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi
(2006, Corollary 4.5)). We state the proof for completeness.
Fact 2. SupposeX1, · · · , Xm are i.i.d. random variables drawn from Exp(η), then
E
[
max
1≤i≤m
Xi
]
≤ 1 + lnm
η
.
Proof of Fact 2.
E
[
max
i
Xi
]
=
∫ ∞
0
Pr
[
max
1≤i≤m
Xi > t
]
dt
≤ a+
∫ ∞
a
Pr
[
max
1≤i≤m
Xi > t
]
dt
≤ a+
∫ ∞
a
mPr [X1 > t] dt (Union bound)
= a+
m
η
e−ηa.
Choosing a = lnm
η
proves the statement.
B. FPL for Experts Problem
Prediction with expert advice (Cesa-Bianchi et al., 1997) is a classic problem in online learning. Here, there are n experts.
In round t, each expert suffers a cost in [0, 1]. The cost of the n experts is called a loss vector lt ∈ Rn. The agent needs
to choose to follow an expert in round t before lt is revealed. The goal of the agent is to minimize regret, the gap between
the algorithm’s cost and that of the best expert in T rounds. Using the formulation of this project, the expert problem is a
special case of adversarial MDP with H = 1, S = 1 and A = n.
In many previous texts about the analysis of FPL for expert problems, a problem similar to the “ηSA-stable” problem
in Even-Dar et al. (2009) exists as well: since ‖lt‖1 can be as large as n, the stability argument based on density ratio leads
to a suboptimal O
(√
Tn log(n)
)
regret. To solve that matter, a clever trick is needed to argue that assuming ‖lt‖1 ≤ 1
is not without loss of generality (see footnote 8 in Kalai & Vempala (2003) or Sec 1.7 in Kleinberg (2007)). Specifically,
given a loss vector lt = (c1, · · · , cn), imagine that instead of lt, the following sequence of loss vectors are given to the
algorithm:
(c1, 0, · · · , 0)
(0, c2, · · · , 0)
· · ·
(0, 0, · · · , cn).
It is then argued that after this decomposition, OPT doesn’t change while for FPL, ALGO can only increase (thus regret
can only increase).
However, our observation for the adversarial MDP problem in fact provides an alternative to this clever trick. Indeed, when
one plug in H = 1, S = 1 and A = n, the O(H2
√
ln(SA)T ) regret bound becomes O(
√
ln(n)T ), which is already
optimal (Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi, 2006).
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C. Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 6.
E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit+1(rt)
]
≥ OPT− H +H ln(SA)
η
.
Proof. Since pit is the greedy policy computed on r0:t−1,
V pit(r0:t−1) ≥ V pit+1(r0:t−1).
Rearranging the inequality, we get
V pit+1(rt) ≥ V pit+1(r0:t)− V pit(r0:t−1).
Summing from t = 0 to T , we get
T∑
t=0
V pit+1(rt) ≥ V piT+1(r0:T ) = V ∗(r0:T ) ≥ V ∗(r1:T ) = OPT.
It follows that
T∑
t=1
V pit+1(rt) ≥ OPT− V pi1(r0).
Thus
E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit+1(rt)
]
≥ OPT− E [V pi1(r0)]
≥ OPT−
H∑
h=1
E
[
sup
s,a
r0(s, a, h)
]
≥ OPT− H +H ln(SA)
η
. (By Fact 2)
D. Proof of Lemma 2
Lemma 7.
E [V pit+1(s, rt)] ≤ eηH
2
E [V pit(s, rt)]
Proof. This result follows from the fact that pit and pit+1 are close, which in turn follows from the stability of value
iteration.
For shorthand, we use r0(s,−a, h) to denote the set of random variables {r0(s, a′, h) : a′ 6= a}, and r0(s, ·, h) the set of
random variables {r0(s, a, h) : a ∈ [A]}. Observe thatQh(s, a′) and V pith+1(s, a) does not depend on r0(s, a, h) for a′ 6= a.
Let E be the event that r0(s, a, h) > maxa′ 6=aQh(s, a′)− r1:t−1(s, ·, h)− PV pith+1(s, a). It follows that
Pr [pit(s, h) = a]
=Er0(s,−a,h),r0(s,·,h+1:H) [Pr [E| r0(s,−a, h), r0(s, ·, h+ 1 : H)]]
=Er0(s,−a,h),r0(s,a,h+1:H)
[
1− F
(
max
a′ 6=a
Qh(s, a
′)− r1:t−1(s, a, h)− PV pith+1(s, a)
)]
.
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Obviously
∣∣V pit+1h+1 (s′, r0:t)− V pith+1(s′, r0:t)∣∣ ≤ H − h. Thus for fixed r0(s, h,−a) and r0(s, a, h+ 1 : H), bothQh(s, a′)
and PV pith+1(s, a) can only change byH − h. Since ln(1− F (x)) is η-Lipschitz,
e−η(H−h+1) ≤ 1− F
(
maxa′ 6=aQh(s, a
′)− r1:t−1(s, a, h)− PV pith+1(s, a)
)
1− F (maxa′ 6=aQh(s, a′)− r1:t(s, a, h)− PV pit+1h+1 (s, a)) ≤ eη(H−h+1).
In other words,
e−η(H−h+1) ≤ Pr [pit(s, h) = a]
Pr [pit+1(s, h) = a]
≤ eη(H−h+1).
It follows that for any trajectory s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ,
Prpit [s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ]
Prpit+1 [s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ]
=
Pr[s1] · Prpit [a1|s1] · Pr [s2|s1, a1] · · · ·Pr [sH |sH−1, aH−1] · Prpit [aH |sH ]
Pr[s1] · Prpit+1 [a1|s1] · Pr [s2|s1, a1] · · · ·Pr [sH |sH−1, aH−1] · Prpit+1 [aH |sH ]
=
H∏
h=1
Prpit [ah|sh]
Prpit+1 [ah|sh]
∈
[
e−ηH
2
, eηH
2
]
.
Thus
E [V pit(s, rt)] =
∑
all trajectories
Pr
pit
[s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ] ·
(
H∑
h=1
rt(sh, aH)
)
≥ e−ηH2
∑
all trajectories
Pr
pit+1
[s1, a1, · · · , sH , aH ] ·
(
H∑
h=1
rt(sh, aH)
)
= e−ηH
2
E [V pit+1(s, rt)] .
E. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof of Theorem 1. By combining lemma 1 and lemma 2, we get
E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit(rt)
]
≥ e−ηH2E
[
T∑
t=1
V pit+1(rt)
]
≥ e−ηH2
(
OPT− H +H ln(SA)
η
)
≥ OPT− ηH2OPT− H +H ln(SA)
η
≥ OPT− ηH3T − H +H ln(SA)
η
.
By choosing η =
√
1+ln(SA)
H2T
, we get
Regret(T ) = OPT−ALGO ≤ ηH3T + H +H ln(SA)
η
≤ 2H2
√
(1 + ln(SA))T . (1)
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F. Proof of Lemma 5
Lemma 10. Suppose that η ≤ H−2, then
E
[
T∑
t=1
vˆt
]
≤ ALGO+ (e − 1)ηH2 ·HT + O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
Proof. Recall that
v˜t = W (rt, pit, P˜t, st,1), vˆt = W (rt, pˆit, Pˆt, st,1).
Let us also define v¯t :=W (rt, pit, Pˆt, st,1).
Now, consider the extended value iteration process. First, observe that wh+1(s
′) is determined by P¯ and r0(s, a, h + 1 :
H). Let us use Qh(s, a) as a shorthand for r1:t−1(s, a) +
∑
s′ P
∗(s′|s, a)wh+1(s′), where w is computed on r0:t−1;
similarly let Qˆh(s, a) as a shorthand for r1:t(s, a) +
∑
s′ P
∗(s′|s, a)wh+1(s′), where w is computed on r0:t. We can write
Pr [pit(s, h) = a] as
Er0(s,−a,h),r0(s,·,h+1:H)
[
1− F
(
max
a′ 6=a
(Qh(s, a
′) + r0(s, a
′, h))−Qh(s, a)
)]
.
Similarly
Pr [pˆit(s, h) = a] = Er0(s,−a,h),r0(s,·,h+1:H)
[
1− F
(
max
a′ 6=a
(Qˆh(s, a
′) + r0(s, a
′, h))− Qˆh(s, a)
)]
.
Observe that 0 ≤ Qˆh(s, a)−Qh(s, a) ≤ H − h+ 1. It follows from Fact 1 that
Pr [pˆit(s, h) = a]
Pr [pit(s, h) = a]
∈ [e−ηH , eηH] .
Using the same argument for value iteration, we can show that
E [vˆt] = E
[
W (rt, pˆit, Pˆt, st,1)
]
≤ eηH2E
[
W (rt, pit, Pˆt, st,1)
]
≤ E [v¯t] + (e− 1)ηH3,
where we used the identity that ex ≤ 1 + (e − 1)(x− 1) for x ∈ [0, 1].
In the proof of Lemma 5 (Jaksch et al., 2010), the only property of Pˆt that is used is Pˆt ∈ Pt. Since P˜t ∈ Pt as well, from
the same proof it follows that
E
[
T∑
t=1
v¯t
]
≤ ALGO +HS
√
2T ln
H
δ
+ 2δHT + (
√
2 + 1)H2S
√
TA ln
SAT
δ
≤ ALGO + O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
G. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. First, without loss of generality, assume that T > H2SA 1.
Let us state a lemma from the original FPOP analysis (Neu et al., 2012), which has a similar flavor to the “be-the-leader”
lemma.
1Otherwise, HT ≤ H2
√
SAT , so the regret bound holds trivially.
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Lemma 11 (Lemma 2 (Neu et al., 2012)).
OPT ≤
T∑
t=1
E[vˆt] + δHT + SA log
(
8T
SA
)
H ln(SA) +H
η
.
Let us choose η =
√
SA
H2T
and δ = 1/(HT ). We can see that η < 1/(H2). Then by Lemma 10 and 11,
OPT ≤ ALGO + O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
+ SA log
(
8T
SA
)
H ln(SA) +H
η
+ (e− 1)ηH3T
= ALGO + O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
+H2
√
SAT ·
[
log
(
8T
SA
)
(ln(SA) + 1) + e− 1
]
= ALGO + O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
In other words, Regret(T ) ≤ O˜
(
H2S
√
AT
)
.
